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WHAT IS DYSCALCULIA?
> Often used interchangeably with “math learning disorder”
> Likely as common as dyslexia (5 to 15%; half have both)
> 50% to 70% likely genetic factors (Krasa & Shunkwiler, 2009)
> Strictly speaking, refers to math facts, calculations, and 

processing numerical information
> Many people now include math reasoning and applied 

problem solving under this term
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WHY DON’T WE KNOW AS MUCH ABOUT IT?

> Research historically much more about literacy, 
but this is changing

(Dunne, 2019)
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WHY IS IT HARDER TO PINPOINT AT SCHOOL?
> Teacher training

– Just 3% of elementary teachers have math/math ed degrees
– Only 13% of teacher prep programs cover critical math concepts 

sufficiently ( and only 1% of grad programs)
– 25% of new teachers fail the math section of a common teacher 

certification test the first time they take it
(Durrance, 2019)

> Boys/girls myth with math
– Math achievement is equal in pre-school and elementary ages
– Differences emerge in later years, but are small
– Girls report higher math anxiety and lower math confidence
– 75% of teachers identify as female 

(Ganley, 2018)
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THE IMPORTANT ROLE OF THE LEARNING SPECIALIST

Help teachers and parents understand and identify 
the various math breakdown points
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WHAT IS UNDERNEATH READING LD?

Phonological 
Awareness Rapid Naming

Comprehension Executive 
Functioning
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THE MATH “BREAKDOWN POINTS”

FOUNDATIONAL 
FUNCTIONS 

VISUAL-SPATIAL 
PROCESSING

RECEPTIVE 
LANGUAGE

MEMORY

EXECUTIVE 
FUNCTIONING

EMOTIONAL-
CULTURAL
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FOUNDATIONAL FUNCTIONS
> Approximate Number System (ANS)
– Wired in; present in infancy
– How we judge the size or magnitude of objects
– Connected to number symbols…numbers

represent magnitude/quantity, otherwise 
numbers are meaningless!
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INTERPARIETAL SULCUS
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FOUNDATIONAL FUNCTIONS
> Serial Counting and the 

Internal Number Line
– Subitizing with smaller 

quantities
– Serial Counting = larger 

numbers
– Precursor to “internal 

number line” fluency
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MATH FACT FLUENCY
> Emerges from serial counting
> It is possible to learn math 

facts through purely verbal 
coding, independent of 
magnitude

22

VISUAL-SPATIAL
> Ability to interpret and 

utilize information that has 
relevance due to its physical 
location in space

> Geometry
> Fractions/ratio/proportion
> Volume
> Keeping columns straight
> Place value
> Visual spatial imagery-

highly related to math 
skills-“mental number line”
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RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

> Understanding story problems
> Following oral directions in class
> Comprehending textbook
> Understanding math vocabulary
> Recognizing key words that signify operations
> General factual/verbal knowledge

Lisa has 4 apples, and her mother buys her 2 more, 
and then Lisa gives 3 apples to her friends.  How

many apples does Lisa have left?
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MEMORY

Long term 
retrieval 

cumulative reviews
concepts

Paired associations 

facts- interacts with 
processing speed

Sequential/procedural 
recall 

algorithms (example: 
long division)

rote skip counting

“Every time I learn 
something new, it 
pushes some 
old stuff out
of my brain.”
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EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING

> Working Memory
> Attention 
> Quantitative Reasoning
> Self-Monitoring
> Inhibition
> Planning
> Shifting
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WORKING MEMORY
> Perhaps one of the most vital 

functions for math
> Keeping track of steps in the midst 

of a problem
> Mental math (see lots of writing 

things down and/or counting on 
fingers at older ages)

> Losing place while working a 
problem

> Automatic retrieval of math facts
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ATTENTION
> Accuracy in reading numbers
> Correctly reading operational signs
> Staying focused/undistracted during problem solving
> Filtering out irrelevant information

John has 6 packs of gum that cost him $3.00.  He gave 1/3 of his gum to his 
friend. How many packs does John have left?  
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QUANTITATIVE REASONING

> Pattern Recognition (1…2…4….7….11…. ___ )
> Concepts (number concepts, place value, etc.)
– “procedure memorizers” versus “math thinkers”
– thinking in terms of fractions,

proportions, ratios
> Fluid Reasoning
– analogies, deductive and 

inductive thinking
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SELF-MONITORING

> Checking work for accuracy; noticing mistakes
> Pacing oneself on a test (not too fast or slow)
> Detecting impossible answers
– There are 192 children at Oakwood Elementary 

School.  If there are 12 lunch tables, how many 
children could sit at each lunch table, so that 
there are the exact same number of children at 
each table?
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OTHER EF’s - MATH

> Inhibition: putting on the brakes 
long enough to consider all available 
information before responding

> Planning: coming up with a good 
strategy to solve a problem

> Shifting: flexibility in problem-
solving; looking at problems in 
different ways; trying a new way to 
solve a problem if the first way 
doesn’t work
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MATH AND EMOTIONAL-CULTURAL FACTORS

Anxiety- a math killer!

Social messages (gender; culture)

Lack of perceived relevance
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER:
DYSCALCULIA SUBTYPES

vProcedural
vVerbal
vSemantic

(Geary, 2000; Feifer, 2017)
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SUBTYPES OF DYSCALCULIA: PROCEDURAL

> Frequent errors in the execution of procedures
> Potential delay in the understanding of concepts 

underlying procedural use
> A  breakdown in the ability to count, order, or  sequence  

numbers or mathematical   procedure
> Difficulty remembering  problem solving  algorithms
> Poor counting/sequencing/ordering  numbers  (i.e., 

moving   up  and  down  the internal number line)
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SIGNS OF PROCEDURAL DYSCALCULIA

> Weak skip counting
> Forgets numbers easily
> Weak recognition of number 

patterns/sequences
> Problem solving steps often 

out of order
> May still be fluent with basic 

facts (if use verbal coding)
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SUBTYPES OF DYSCALCULIA: VERBAL

> Breakdown with, integrating language and verbal 
representation of numbers with magnitude/spatial 
information

> Language processing/dyslexia in the math domain

> Math concepts, number sense, quantity comparison,  
and memory for algorithms may still be intact

> Difficulty with vocabulary elements  of math
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SIGNS OF VERBAL DYSCALCULIA

> Math fact fluency weakness
> Rapid identification and naming of numbers is weak
> Math vocabulary weakness: translating to operations
> Story problems difficult to comprehend and paraphrase
> High need for manipulatives in problem solving
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SUBTYPES OF DYSCALCULIA: SEMANTIC

> Weak visual-spatial reasoning 

> Difficulty visualizing verbal story problems

> Weak symbolic working memory (i.e., holding digits  in 
mind) and representation of numbers (e.g.,  
magnitude representations between numbers)

> Weak number sense and understanding of math 
concepts (e.g., implausible answers;  difficulty 
transcoding)
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SIGNS OF SEMANTIC DYSCALCULIA

> Weak estimation skills
> Difficulty lining up equations
> Weakness with mental math
> Weak number sense
> Graphs/charts are difficult
> Weak flexibility/shifting of 

strategies to solve a  problem
> Poor selection of a math 

strategy to solve real world  
problem

> Weak visual-spatial working 
memory
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WHAT CAN LEARNING SPECIALISTS DO?
> Analyze the student’s work (and/or psych ed 

assessments) for familiar error patterns
> ASK THE STUDENT (age appropriate)
> Identify math strengths AND weaknesses
> Intervene at the breakdown point(s)
> Refer for additional assessment and tutoring

when appropriate
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